Highlight of the month

SEAL member made it to the front cover of Vogue.

Alumni News

Min's Fresh Start at Intel

- Hi Prof. Mamishev, yeah, you are right. It has been sunny every single day here. The group I joined does something close to my thesis project. We are dealing with signal integrity and power delivery issues for high-speed digital circuits. As the frequency goes higher and higher, power delivery quality becomes one of the most challenging problems in microprocessor design. I am very excited about the new assignment. I will try to transform some of my thesis stuff to my work here. Core skills desired here are virtually all available in SEAL. Thanks, Min.

Kyle's Career Move

- Hi, Professor, I wanted to let you know that I've made a career move. I'm now a resident of Northern Virginia. I will start working with the US Patent and Trademark Office in mid-May. I'm also searching for jobs at the CIA, NSA and other government agencies. My hope is to gain a secret clearance (better than a degree out here), and then gain some experience in the government before returning to school. I hope all is well with you and your team as you finish out this school year. Take care, Kyle.

What Gio accomplished in one week.

- flew from Korea, where he works for the National Instruments
- passed US citizenship interview and exam
- had a wedding
- went to a honeymoon in Hawaii
- applied for a passport
- had a reunion meeting with several SEALs
- received his passport
- flew back to Korea

Alex Mamishev is envious. He said: "It took me over ten years to accomplish what he did in one week. And I still have not had a honeymoon yet."

Awards

- **Nels Jewell-Larsen** - NSF Graduate Student Research Fellowship Honorable Mention
- **David Seater** - EEIC Award
- **Abhinav Mathur** - EEIC Bergseth Scholarship

Scholarship and Award Alert

- **Future Engineers Scholarship** – deadline 05/30/04 minimum GPA 3.0
- **Automotive Hall of Fame/Educational Funds Scholarships** – deadline 05/30/04
- **The College Inventors Competition** – deadline 06/01/04 rdepuy@invent.org
- **IEEE Industry Applications Society Myron Zucker Undergraduate Student Design** – deadline 06/01/04 Project report and nomination letter from advisor required.
  http://www.electrostandards.com/zucker.htm
- EE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society Undergraduate Student Design Competition — deadline 06/01/04
- NSPE PEI Scholarship Program — deadline 06/01/04

SEAL picture Gallery

Xiaobei suffering from PCS – Pre -CPAC Syndrome Possible cause of sickness: excessive experimenting with cookies on an empty stomach.

Got milk?

Alex's Post-CPAC Glee

Searching for a chick magnet? Look here!

The proper ways of ear picking

The future is in your hand